Hello,

Thank you for considering Mutual Materials for your project.

At Mutual Materials our mission is to provide high quality masonry and hardscape products, which are ultimately used to create beautiful buildings, family homes, relaxing public landscapes and private outdoor living areas. It is inspiring to see in our community the visionary uses of our products in creating hospitals, schools, stadiums, businesses, homes, parks and backyard spaces.

Mutual Materials is also a family business and we locally manufacture the products we sell. From humble beginnings with one brick plant in Seattle during 1900, we have grown today into a major regional employer operating more than 10 manufacturing plants and 16 branch offices across Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and British Columbia.

On behalf of the team here at Mutual Materials, we appreciate our customers. Thanks for the opportunity to win your business, and we hope that we can help you build something great.

Sincerely,

Kendall Anderegg
President, Mutual Materials
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We are committed to sustainable business practices and eco-friendly products. Mutual Materials manages company operations to high standards from mining and manufacturing through distribution and branch offices. Our eco-friendly products are used to create green buildings and beautiful outdoor hardscapes that maximize energy and resource conservation.

IN OUR OPERATIONS

Recycling in Production Processes
We use recycled materials within our products and manufacturing processes.

Water Conservation
We manage stormwater plus recycle and reuse water in our manufacturing processes.

CarbonCure™
We can recycle carbon dioxide through CarbonCure technology to make greener concrete products on specified projects.

Energy Efficient Equipment
We invest in energy efficient equipment and low emission vehicles, from using propane-powered forklifts in our distribution years to hybrid transport vehicles.

Soil Reclamation
We incorporate best practices for soil and reclamation for all plants and mining operations.

Supply Chain Fleet Management
We are a member of SmartWay, a public-private initiative with the EPA to improve environmental performance of goods moving throughout supply chains.

IN OUR PRODUCTS

Natural, Recyclable Products.
We make products from natural resources and recycled materials.

Resource Conservation
Masonry and hardscape provide energy efficiency to buildings and water conservation for landscapes.

United States Green Building Council (USGBC)
Our product line qualifies for contribution towards LEED credits.

PERMEABLE PAVERS
A critical element in the management and treatment of stormwater runoff, permeable pavers are becoming incredibly popular in sustainable design. Used in both commercial and residential applications, permeable pavers also play a key role in the reduction in heat-island effect and erosion.

BRICK
Made simply of clay and shale, brick is one of the world’s oldest “green” products. In addition to being one of the most aesthetically versatile design products, brick provides many functional benefits in a building envelope. Besides being fireproof, insect-proof, low-maintenance and a natural insulator, brick is also 100% recyclable.

Permeable Paver Installation Diagram
Brick is multi-dimensional, allowing you to achieve virtually any architectural design through a variety of shapes, textures, and colors. Whether building a contemporary home or remodeling your current one, brick can meet your personal style.

Quality
We might not be able to define quality but we know it when we see it. Your home lets others know who you are and what you value. With hundreds of years of proven performance, building with brick is building for generations.

Sustainability
Brick is made of clay, shale, and water, some of the most abundant natural resources. Brick also contributes to sustainable design through its long life span, energy efficiency, durability, recycled content, local availability, acoustic insulation, low construction waste, and potential for reuse.

Maintenance Savings
Brick will not rot, fade, peel, or dent. Brick never needs painting or sanding. Think of the time, energy, and money you can save by never having to maintain your siding.

Energy Conservation
As a natural insulator, brick is slow to absorb or lose heat. You’ll be warm in the winter and cool in the summer, all while saving money on fuel bills.

Fire Resistance
Made from clay fired at nearly 2,000°F, brick is the most fire resistant siding material available. Because of this, many insurance companies offer reduced rates for brick homes.
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**Veneer**

Brick is an excellent choice, whether you build a home or just add flair with an accent elevation or wainscoting. Used alone or in combination with another material, brick appeals to any style, from craftsman to contemporary; Tudor to Queen Anne.

**Details**

Brick details around windows and doors enhance a home’s look. Use simple headers and sills to balance an elaborate design, or include arches and keystones to add subtle design elements.
**Interior**

Brick brings a feeling of hospitality and warmth to interior spaces. Adding brick to an accent wall, fireplace, kitchen, or wine cellar turns ordinary spaces into works of art.

**Outdoor Features**

To extend the architectural design beyond the four walls of your home, use brick on outdoor kitchens, fencing, pillars, lamp posts, and planters. It will withstand the elements, never rotting, fading, or peeling.
THE NORTHWEST COLLECTION  The crisp allure of the Northwest

Coal Creek
THE NOUVEAU COLLECTION  
Contemporary style with timeless appeal
THE OLDE TOWN COLLECTION  A little nostalgia for some hometown comfort
SLIMBRICK® Ultimate design flexibility

Slimbrick® provides you the ultimate design flexibility with the classic appearance of a full-size brick, but with thinner dimensions. It is well-suited for applications where weight, thickness, or codes require a thin veneer product.

With rich colors that will endure for decades without fading, Slimbrick is ideal for home exteriors. It can also be matched with full-size brick or used in an interior setting to achieve the precise look you envision.

Inherently green, Mutual Materials Slimbrick may help contribute to LEED® points because we manufacture it locally, and include post-industrial recycled content.

Mutual Materials Slimbrick meets all the appropriate (ASTM 1088) standards for thin-brick veneer.

DESIGNER GLAZED SLIMBRICK® For texture and character

Designer Glazed Slimbrick® from Mutual Materials allows you to add a textural character to any interior finish. The glaze over a fired clay-brick surface provides visual depth to kitchens, bathrooms and fireplaces, leaving a lasting impression.
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COBBLEFIELD  Rugged refinement

The distinctive look of Cultured Stone® Cobblefield® is designed to emulate the architecture of rural 19th-century America. Its rugged refinement makes it equally at home in residential or commercial settings.

Photo(s) courtesy of Boral Stone Products, LLC.
Fieldstone has a natural appeal, making it one of the most commonly used building materials throughout history. Wherever it appears—in a tailored interior or outdoors on a rustic home in the woods—Cultured Stone® Fieldstone provides a rugged character to complement a wide variety of design options.
Southern Ledgestone offers a rugged and informal appeal with its rough texture and decided irregularity. Tight-fitted or mortared, Southern Ledgestone can be used to achieve a number of unique treatments.

**SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE ▲**

The extensive palette of installer-friendly Country Ledgestone provides a more subtle blend of color. For a bolder, more random look, pair with Cultured Stone® Dressed Fieldstone in matching or complementary colors.

**COUNTRY LEDGESTONE ▶**
COUNTRY LEDGESTONE  

Extensive palette

Country Ledgestone—Bucks County  
CSV-355685

Country Ledgestone—Chardonnay  
CSV-330068

Country Ledgestone—Aspen  
CSV-330066

Country Ledgestone—Black Rundle  
CSV-391271

Country Ledgestone—Hudson Bay  
CSV-614040

Country Ledgestone—Wolf Creek  
CSV-588938

Country Ledgestone—Eucalyptus  
CSV-333317

Country Ledgestone—Echo Ridge  
CSV-9000081

Country Ledgestone—Bucks County  
CSV-355685

www.mutualmaterials.com
EUROPEAN CASTLE STONE

Beauty that is timeless and installation that’s easy. European Castle Stone is as elegant as it is practical. Its patented interlocking mortar grooves create a precise, groutless appearance, fit for stately exteriors and grand interiors alike.

European Castle Stone—Chardonnay
LIMESTONE 

Hand-split surface

Molded from limestone quarried in the upper Midwest, Cultured Stone® Limestone replicates this popular building material to a T. The rough, hand-split surface in a variety of colors lends itself to any number of possibilities.

LIMESTONE—Bucks County

Limestone—Bucks County

CSV-330051

Limestone—Chardonnay

CSV-330026

Photo(s) courtesy of Boral Stone Products, LLC.

www.mutualmaterials.com
LEDGESTONE
Pro-Fit® Ledgestone is a practical way to achieve a custom look. Small-scale, low-relief stones are meticulously bundled together to form modular components of equal heights. The component pieces feature a patented interlocking mortar groove for a secure adhesion without grouted joints.

ALPINE LEDGESTONE
Pro-Fit® Alpine Ledgestone provides a rustic look that’s easy to install. This precise, rugged Ledgestone texture creates color and shadow for a variety of design opportunities.
DEL MARE LEDGESTONE
It's as if the combined forces of earth, wind and sea over thousands of years, created Del Mare Ledgestone stone veneer. Inspired by stones found along the Mediterranean and Pacific Island coasts, the appeal of its intricate textures and rich colors is timeless.

RIVER ROCK
Randomly shaped River Rock has the warm and inviting look of stones rounded by years of tumbling in a northern forest riverbed. Comfortable and timeless, River Rock can be used to accentuate a variety of interior and exterior designs.

Stream Stone has a smooth, rounded texture that convincingly reproduces the look of worn stones found in rippling streams. It provides realistic color blends and can be used as an accent or to adorn an entire wall.
**PROSTONE®**

ProStone Veneer is a manufactured stone veneer that gives you the durable beauty and authentic look of natural stone at affordable prices. ProStone® Veneer’s natural textures and colors enhance any building inside and out. And the appeal of ProStone® Veneer comes without compromise: it meets the most stringent code requirements and is backed by a 50-year limited warranty.
TRIM STONES
A treatment for doors and windows that’s perfect with brick, stone and Cultured Stone®. They can be cut or shaped to conform to any arch radius. Trim Stones come in two colors, carefully selected to blend or contrast with today’s architectural styles and colors.

WATER TABLES & SILLS
These products provide the trim answer for the top of a wainscot or a window sill application. Cultured Stone® Watertables and Sills have the right pitch and drip edge for clean water runoff.

Nominal Size: 2 ½” x 18”

HEARTHSTONES
There’s a matching or complimentary hearth stone for every fireplace. All Hearthstones are 1 ¾” average thickness. Rectangular Hearthstones are 19” x 20”.

CAPSTONES AND PIER CAPS
Capstones give architectural finish and weather protection to masonry walls, pillars, columns and piers. We recommend using a sloped cap that extends 1” to 2” beyond the facing of exterior walls.

* Not all colors and textures shown here are stocking products—please consult a sales representative for product availability. The colors and textures shown here are as accurate as possible. Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate each color and texture shown here. Final color and texture selection should be made from actual samples.
Montana Mix Random Full-Stone Veneer
**FULL STONE VENEER** *The premium choice*

**RANDOM**

Full bed depth stone is still regarded as the premium choice for high-end construction. Full Stone Random Veneer provides the rustic appearance of stone that was pulled naturally from the outdoors without dimensional repeats to provide a truly unique look.

- Montana Mix Random
- Cabinet Gorge Castle Ledge
- Camas A-Split
- Montana Mossy Random
- Montana Mix Random
- Rocky Mt. Split Granite
SQUARES & RECS

Full stone adds just the right touch to many vertical surfaces inside and out. Squares & Recs are natural stone that is chopped into natural-looking Square & Rectangle shapes. Product can be blended with Ledgestone or Random Stone for a custom look.
LEDGESTONE  For veneer, low retaining walls and planters

Ledgestones are generally flat building stones 3” to 6” thick and they come in a variety of lengths. It is commonly used for veneer, low retaining walls, borders and raised planters. Ledgestone can be dry-stacked or set with mortar and are available in a wide range of earth tones.
River Rock stones have a smooth, rounded surface due to centuries of water running over them. River Rock comes in many different natural colors from multi-colored Rainbow, Gold, Brown, and Gray that lends itself to a wide variety of applications.
Flagstones are large, flat stones often used for patios, walkways, pool decks, and around ponds. With thicknesses ranging from ¾” to 3”, flagstone colors range from brown and tan to blue, gold and green. They can be sand-set or mortar-set.
Thin stone panels are hand selected and trimmed pieces of natural stone affixed together to form modular panels which allow for the streamlined installation of natural stone veneer.
Thin veneer is a lightweight alternative to full stone. From the quarries across the country, thin veneer stone comes in a variety of striking colors, textures and shapes.
Flagmats are hand-selected pieces of flagstone adhered to mesh matting that allow for modular installation of flagstone paving. Whether it is new construction or a retrofit overlay, most of the puzzling, cutting and fitting has been done for you.
FIREPLACE SYSTEMS

Families have long used fireplaces as the focal point for their social gatherings. There is nothing like the ambiance of a warm, inviting fire to brighten the spirits of your family and friends. Indoor fireplaces have always been a long-standing staple of American homes. Now outdoor fireplaces are also becoming more popular and affordable. The dream of having an outdoor living space, complete with a wood or gas burning fireplace, has become a reality for many homeowners. We can help you realize this dream too.

Mutual Materials has the products and systems you need to create the perfect outdoor living space. We offer a wide variety of masonry products and component systems that can produce beautiful fireplaces, pizza ovens, fire pits and outdoor cabinets. We can also provide you with a wide-range of veneer options like brick, natural stone and Cultured Stone to complete the look you want. Need contractors to bid on your project? We have a program for that too. We can line you up with qualified contractors who can build your project just the way you envision it. See page 43 for more details.
MASONRY ACCESSORIES

PROFESSIONAL MORTARS & GROUTS
Designed for the professional and engineered for performance. DesignMix™ mortars and grouts are superior products in terms of workability, performance and quality. In addition, DesignMix™ products are engineered to meet or exceed specification standards for most projects, thus ensuring proper application for diverse construction environments.

CLEANERS & SEALERS
Mutual Materials offers a full line of masonry cleaners and sealers for brick, Cultured Stone® and natural stone. Your Mutual Materials branch can recommend the right cleaner for your project. Follow directions on the label for best results. Cultured Stone® should not be cleaned with any materials containing acids.

METAL PRODUCTS
Mutual Materials offers a full line of metal wall ties, wire reinforcing, rebar, and flashing.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
Mutual Materials carries a full line of masonry tools and equipment from leading manufacturers.

FIREPLACE COMPONENTS
Whether your project is an indoor or an outdoor fireplace, we offer the materials needed to finish your project. Products available include firebrick and block, flue liners, dampers, angle irons and fireplace components. Check with your local Mutual Materials branch for more information.
Have a project? We can help!

Mutual Materials is your Single Source Solution for all your Masonry and Hardscape needs.

We provide:

- Access to our Preferred Contractors for installation quotes
- Access to our Preferred Designers
- Complete project management including product selection assistance, order management, delivery and installation services
- Access to company product experts

For more information in Washington call 425.452.2319
For more information in Oregon call 503.906.2332
Visit our website at www.mutualmaterials.com or talk with our Counter Sales

Our hardscape installers are ICPI certified.
MUTUAL MATERIALS BRANCH LOCATIONS
For product information and customer service call 1-888-MUTUALØ (688-8250)

WESTERN WASHINGTON

Auburn
1357 W. Valley Hwy N
Auburn, WA 98002
Phone: (253) 939-7854

Bellevue
605 - 119th NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
Phone: (425) 452-2363

Bellingham
4140 Bakerview Spur
Bellingham, WA 98226
Phone: (360) 676-2880

Mukilteo
12406 Mukilteo Speedway
Mukilteo, WA 98275
Phone: (425) 353-9677

Olympia
3150 29th SW
Tumwater, WA 98512
Phone: (360) 357-3343

Port Orchard
1515 Vivian Court
Port Orchard, WA 98366
Phone: (360) 876-1845

Tacoma
2201 112th Street S
Tacoma, WA 98444
Phone: (253) 238-5490

OREGON & SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON

Bend
631 SE Woodland Blvd
Bend, OR 97702
Phone: (541) 312-3623

Clackamas
15791 SE Piazza Ave
Clackamas, OR 97015
Phone: (503) 655-7167

Durham
18230 SW Boones Ferry Rd.
Durham, OR 97224
Phone: (503) 624-8860

Hillsboro
1561 SE Enterprise Circle
Hillsboro, OR 97123
Phone: (503) 640-4731

Salem
2245 Judson Street SE
Salem, OR 97302
Phone: (503) 375-6050

Vancouver
10019 NE 72nd Ave
Vancouver, WA 98686
Phone: (360) 573-5925

IDAHO

Hayden
30 W. Orchard Ave
Hayden, ID 83835
Phone: (208) 762-3230

WESTERN MONTANA

Missoula
2910 American Way
Missoula, MT 59808
Phone: (406) 549-2011

WESTERN CANADA SALES
Phone: (604) 888-0555

Cover:
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